
  

Geomantic Bibliography – Alphabetical Order by Author 
 
Title       Author    
 
Walking a Sacred Path: Rediscovering Dr Lauren Artress 
The Labyrinth as a Spiritual Tool 
Riverhead Books, 1995    ISBN 1-57322-547-9 
If you have yet to be captivated by labyrinths, try reading this book. And, of course, 
walk one, or preferably lots. 
 
 
The Labyrinth in Culture and Society:  Jacques Attali 
Pathways to Wisdom 
North Atlantic Books, 1999    ISBN 1-55643-265-8 
This book documents labyrinths down through the ages and puts them into 
perspective for the modern reader.  Where did they come from, what did they 
represent, why were they abandoned in favour of straight lines and how that affected 
our thinking.  This new millennium may see us develop a richer culture as we respond 
to the patterns that we have rediscovered in the labyrinth. 
 
 
Stairways to the Stars: Skywatching in  Anthony Aveni 
Three Great Ancient Cultures 
John Wiley & Sons, 1999    ISBN 0471329762 
‘What is the meaning of Stonehenge?  Why was the elaborate Incan city of Cuzco 
built?  What is the significance of the Great Pyramid at the ancient Mayan city of 
Chichen Itz’? These ancient structures have spellbound natives and tourists alike. 
This mysterious architecture points to a centuries-old search for celestial order.  
Anthony Aveni, a professor of astronomy and anthropology, takes us on a stimulating 
virtual tour of these legendary constructions.  He describes how they were build and 
straightforwardly and often humorously critiques diverse theories attempting to 
explain their origin and function…Wonderfully written, the book’s primary focus is the 
prominent role of astrology in the design and construction of ancient structures, and 
even entire cities.’ 
 
 
Working with Angels, Fairies & Nature William Bloom 
Spirits 
Piatkus, 1998     ISBN 0-7499-19043    
A great book by one of the best. “How to sense angels and spirits and communicate 
with them; how to co-operate with this inner world for inspiration and guidance; how 
to work with angels for healing and spiritual growth; how they can help fulfil yourself 
and help others; how they can bring you a deeper understanding of all life.”   



  

Devas, Fairies and Angels: A Modern  William Bloom 
Approach 
Gothic Image, 1986     ISBN 0-906362-05-9 
A very brief (36 page) introduction to the different types of deva and landscape 
angels. 
 
Psychic Protection: Creating Positive  William Bloom 
Energies for People and Places 
Piatkus, 1996     ISBN 0-74499-1603-6 
Essential and easily learned techniques for maintenance of your personal psychic 
space and cleansing and balancing atmospheres of places, people and objects. Well-
written and containing plenty of practical exercises. Recommended. 
 
Prehistoric Astronomy and Ritual  Aubrey Burl 
Shire, 1997      ISBN 0-85263-621-0 
Another short book (54 pages) based on British sites but it gives a good general 
understanding of ancient astronomy. 
All of Aubrey Burl’s books are standard texts when looking at megalithic 
structures.  
 
 
Earth Mazes      Alex Champion 
Available from the ASD website 
Alex Champion is a creator of labyrinths and mazes.  In this short book he explains 
what they are and how their relationship with earth mysteries. 
 
 
Gaia Matrix:      Peter Champoux & Friends 
Arkhom and the Geometries of   ISBN 0-9672328-0-5 
Destiny in the North American 
Landscape     
Available to order from author’s website www.arkhom.com which is well worth a look 
in any case. 
Peter Champoux proposes that “the living earth naturally expresses its energies and 
intelligence according to the same forms and patterns long known in the canon of 
sacred geometry”.  Furthermore human culture and history follow the lines of this 
living geometry.  The author recognised the geometry inherent in the North Eastern 
United States and has identified how settlements and key events and sites link into 
this.  
 
 
Living Energies     Callum Coats 
Gateway Books, 1996    ISBN 0-946551-97-9 
This is an analysis of Viktor Schauberger’s work with natural energy.  VS (1885-58) 
worked as a ‘forest-master’ in the Austrian Alps when they were still a wilderness 
and, from his precise observations of Nature’s processes, developed our 
understanding of the nature of water as the most important life-giving and energy-
empowered substance on the planet.  This books covers topics such as: water as a 
carrier of vital energy information, trees as biocondensers of energy between the 
deep earth and the sun, how self-cleansing rivers nourish the landscape, how the 

http://www.arkhom.com/


  

future of the world depends on the replanting of natural forests, why soil fertility 
should be increased with energy, not chemicals, revolutionary agricultural 
implements, the invention of a free energy heater-cum cooler, jet engines and gravity-
defying UFO-like machines and home power generators. 



  

 
Something in the Air    Roger W Coghill 
Coghill Research Laboratories, 1997 
“The hazards of electromagnetic technologies, the benefits of magnetotherapy and 
electromedicine, and the impact on and use by the natural world of the subtle 
energies now permeating our planet.” 
 
 
Subtle Energy     Dr William Collinge 
Understanding the Life-Force Energies 
That Surround Us 
Thorsons, 1998     ISBN 0-7225-3668-2 
This book explains that we, and our world, are made of energy.   The author looks at 
our energetic bodies, subtle energies in Nature and the environment, subtle energies 
in relationships, the breath-energy connection, prayer, meditation and healing and 
care and nurturing of our vital energy. 
 
 
The Secret Language of the Stars and  Geoffrey Cornelius 
Planets: A Visual Key to the Heavens 
Chronicle, 1996     ISBN 0811812006 
‘A fine generalist introduction to the metaphors of the sky. Generalist because it is 
concerned with more than western astrological symbols. …The Secret Language of 
Stars and Planets, while rooted in the Western Zodiac takes a multicultural path 
beyond those borders.  So all of the Planets are provided with some identifications 
from Chinese, Egyptian, Incan, Indian & Pre-Columbian cultures, though not in 
especially great detail.The really outstanding part of this book is the section on 
Sacred Alignments.  The astronomical designs and spiritual purposes of twenty seven 
ancient sites are explored.  In addition to the obvious ones like The Great Pyramid, 
Stonehenge and Avebury, the book explains the layouts of such far flung power 
centres as Hashihaka in Japan, Vijayanagara in India, the Cahokia mound complex in 
Illinois, the Chaco Canyon “Ancient Ones” are in the Four Corners region, and 
several South America Sites including Machu Picchu.’ 
 
 
Safe as Houses?      David Cowan 

 & Rodney Girdlestone  
Gateway, 1996      ISBN 1858600375 
The sub-title of this sums it up really:“Ill Health and Electro-stress in the Home”. 
 
Ley Lines and Earth Energies   David Cowan & Chris Arnold 
Adventures Unlimited, 2004    ISBN: 1931882150 
Fascinating account of the author’s 3,000-mile walk dowsing a complex energy 
pattern centred on Loch Tay in Scotland. Also good sections on Poltergeists, EM 
stress, ball lightning, earth lights and crop circles. This is a reprint of the earlier book 
“Ancient Energies of the Earth”. Also available from author’s website: 
http://www.leyman.demon.co.uk/ 
 
 



  

Plant Spirit Medicine    Eliot Cowan 
Swan, Raven & Co     ISBN 1-893183-11-4 
Healing through the spirit of the plant. 
 
 
Subtle Energy     John Davidson 
C W Daniel, 1997     ISBN  0-85207-184-1 
Topics include the subtle body of Man, mysticism, subtle energy and human 
experience, spiritual, mental and physical healing energies, energy, polarity and 
harmony. Polarity balancing therapies, crystals, the bioelectrontric-biomagnetic body, 
earth energies, feng shui and pyramid energy, dowsing and detection of subtle 
energies and vibrational science and the harnessing of subtle energies. 
 
 
The New Ley Hunter’s Guide   Paul Devereux 
Gothic Image, 1994     ISBN 0-906362-25-3 
Leys in theory and practice. 
 
 
Symbolic Landscapes: The Dreamtime Paul Devereux 
Earth and Avebury’s Open Secrets 
Gothic Image, 1992     ISBN 0-906362-19-9 
An examination of how the ancients’ worldview differed from our own and how we can 
tap back to seethe landscape through their eyes in altered states of consciousness. 
 
 
EarthMind: Communicating With the   Paul Devereux 
Living World of Gaia     
Inner Traditions Intl, 1992    ISBN 0892813679 
Argues that subtle electromagnetic frequencies provide communication throughout 
nature, and suggests ways to participate in this communication.  
Rare and hard to find. 
 
 
Earth Memory: The Holistic Earth Mysteries Paul Devereux 
Approach to Decoding Ancient Sacred Sites 
Foulsham, 1991     ISBN 0572016018 
A multi-disciplinary way of looking ancient sites. 
 
 
Places of Power: Measuring the Secret  Paul Devereux  
Energy of Ancient Sites 
Blandford Press, 1999    ISBN 0713722150 
A study of how places of power such as standing stones and holy mountains became 
associated with healing, visions, altered states of consciousness etc. 
 
Stone Age Soundtracks    Paul Devereux &Tony Richardson 
Vega Books, 2001     ISBN: 184333447X 



  

A study of the vital role played by the sounds and reverberations of locations chosen 
or built thousands of years ago by our acoustically-aware ancestors, for intoning 
prayers, making prophecies and chanting. 
 
The Power of Limits: Proportional  Gyorgy Doczi 
Harmonies in Nature, Art, and Architecture 
Shambala, 1994     ISBN 0-87773-193-4 
Wonderful study of proportion with lots of meticulous sketches. 
 
Patterns in the Sky: An Introduction  Stephen M Fabian 
to Ethnoastronomy 
Waveland Press, 2001    ISBN  1577661818 
‘In Patterns in the Sky, Stephen Fabian presents us with a unique and practical guide 
to the sky as we see it—with the naked eye. But besides this, he also provides us 
with information about how living American Indian peoples in North, Central and 
South America interpret and interact with this observable phenomena, which gives us 
as deeper understanding of human diversity and intellect.  This is an outstanding text, 
anyone interested in naked eye observation of the cosmos and American Indian 
interpretations of celestial phenomena should read this book.’ 
 
 
The Keys to the Temple    David Furlong 
Piatkus, 1998     ISBN 0749918470 
Examines the links between the ancient sites of Britain, Egypt and of the Mayan 
civilisation.  
 
Working With Earth Energies   David Furlong 
Piatkus, 1998     ISBN: 0749923679 
This book explains how to get back in touch with the Earth and nature. The author 
explains how to connect with plants and trees, as well as with sacred sites and the 
love and energy of the Earth itself. Basic exercises and instructions are included. 
Recommended – this book comes closer than any other to the essence of geomancy. 
 
Cities of Dreams:      Stan Gooch 
When Women Ruled the Earth   ISBN 1 898541 02 7  
Aulis Books, 1995. 
 Reinterpreting accepted archaeological fact, and citing the Pleiades, labyrinths, 
menstrual taboos and left-handedness (amongst others), Gooch builds a case for a 
lost moon worshipping Neanderthal civilization that preceded our own.  
 
Needles of Stone Revisited   Tom Graves   
Gothic Image, 1986     ISBN: 0906362075  
Available for free download at www.isleofavalon.co.uk/ndlstone.html 
Excellent book for developing an understanding of different aspects of earth energies, 
standing stones etc 
 
 
Stone Circles: A Beginner’s Guide  Robin Heath 
Hodder & Stoughton, 1999    ISBN 0340737727 
Explores why and how stone circles were planned and built.  

http://www.isleofavalon.co.uk/ndlstone.html


  

 
The Measure of Albion   Robin Heath, John Michell 
Bluestone, 2004    ISBN: 0952615150 
An exploration of geodetic science as applied to the British landscape. More 
interesting than it sounds! 
 
 
The Elements of Earth Mysteries  Philip Heselton 
Element Books     ISBN 1-85230-228-3 
A brief but informative overview. 
 
 
Magical Guardians:    Philip Heselton 
Exploring the Spirit and Nature of Trees 
Capall Bann, 1998     ISBN 1-86163-057-3 
Trees, their spirits and personalities, tree magic and ritual and trees in healing. 
 
 
Tree Medicine: Tree Magic   Ellen Everet Hopman 
Phoenix, 1991     ISBN 0-919345-55-7 
Quite similar to “Tree Wisdom” but it concentrates on American species rather than 
European.   
 
 
The Stations of the Sun: A History of  Ronald Hutton 
 the Ritual Year in Britain  
Oxford University Press, 1996    ISBN 0 19 820570 8. 
 Ronald Hutton is the Professor of British History at the University of Bristol. He is 
also a Druid, and involved in many different Pagan groups. A somewhat academic 
work, but essential reference work. 
 
Flower Wisdom: the definitive guide to Katherine Kear 
The myth, magic and mystery of flowers 
Thorsons, 2000     ISBN 0-7225-3996-7 
Covers daisy, bluebell, anemone, poppy, snowdrop, lily, foxglove, honeysuckle 
aquilegia, hellebore, peony, chrysanthemum, buttercup, marigold, daffodil, iris, 
geranium, violet, carnation, primrose, tulip and rose. 
 
Living in Time     Palden Jenkins 
Impossible to get hold of in print.  There is one copy in  the Library of the College of 
Psychic Studies in London – available to borrow. It is available for download from 
http://www.isleofavalon.co.uk/time.html 
This will give you a whole new perspective on the cyclical nature of time and working 
within the wheel of time.  Brilliant book. 
 
The Ancient British Goddess:   Kathy Jones 
Her Myths, Legends and Ancient Sites 
Ariadne Publications, 1991    ISBN 1-872983-01-4 
A timely investigation into the ancient Goddesses of Britain. Kathy is probably best 
described as a Goddess activist and has, practically single-handedly, been 

http://www.isleofavalon.co.uk/time.html


  

responsible for the huge resurgence of Goddess awareness in Glastonbury, where 
she lives. Kathy has also popularised the three-dimensional labyrinth on Glastonbury 
Tor. Slightly idiosyncratic, but well worth the read. 
 
Spinning the Wheel of Ana: A Spiritual  Kathy Jones 
Quest to Find the British Primal Ancestors 
Ariadne Publications, 1994    ISBN 1-872983-02-2 
Here Kathy delves deep into her psyche to weave a fascinating web that links the 
primal rhythms of the land and the wheel of the year with similar traditions from other 
cultures. Might not resonate with everybody, but some interesting stuff nonetheless. 
 
 
Sacred Geometry: Philosophy and  Robert Lawlor 
Practice 
Thames and Hudson     ISBN 0-5008-10303 
The book leads us through the basic sacred geometric shapes.  If you read it, make 
sure you do the practice too.  Understanding of sacred geometry really only comes 
with playing with it.  Remember it’s the PROPORTION that’s important. 
 
 
Spiritual Dowsing     Sig Lonegren 
Gothic Image, revised 1996   out of print 

Download free from http://www.isleofavalon.co.uk/spiritualdowsing.html 
Definitely recommended. Apart from all the usual how-to-dowse bits, Sig looks at 
sacred sites, dowsing earth energies and healing (including the technique for filling in 
holes in the aura). 
 
Labyrinths: Ancient Myths & Modern Uses Sig Lonegren 
Sterling Publications (revised ed 2001)  ISBN 0-806974079 
Great introduction to labyrinths.  Unlike many of the books currently available, it looks 
at the many different forms of the labyrinth, the myths associated with the labyrinth, 
the connection with the Goddess, sacred geometry, astronomical correspondences 
etc.  And you’ll definitely ‘gnow’ how to create a classical labyrinth by the time you’ve 
finished this book. 
 
Dowsing for Health: tuning in to the earth’s  Dr Patrick MacManaway 
energy for personal development and wellbeing 
Lorenz Books     ISBN  0754807517 
Good book for beginners and more advanced dowsers alike.  Very well illustrated 
with photographs.   
 
The Red and White Springs:   Nicholas Mann 
 The Mysteries of Britain at Glastonbury.  
Triskele 1993. 
Lovely little book looking at the significance of the two sacred springs of Glastonbury; 
the Chalice Well and the White Spring. 
 
The New View over Atlantis   John Michell 
Thames and Hudson, 2001   ISBN 0-500-27312X 

http://www.isleofavalon.co.uk/spiritualdowsing.html


  

This is one of the seminal geomantic masterpieces.  There are two main parts to the 
book; part one covers landscape and part two looks at number.  Landscape looks at 
leys and dragon lines (as well as dragon slayers) and serpent power in various parts 
of the world.  Number looks at the use of number and measure in the ancient world, 
including an analysis of the proportions used in the Great Pyramid and how secret 
knowledge of such dimensions as the radius or the Earth and the Moon were worked 
into sacred geometry there as well as in the New Jerusalem, Stonehenge and 
Glastonbury.  Can be heavy going if this is your first introduction but it’s worth the 
effort.   
 
 
The Earth Spirit:     John Michell 
Its ways, shrines and Mysteries 
Thames and Hudson, 1992   ISBN 0-500-81011-7 
“The earth is a living creature, animated by a spirit that corresponds to the spirit in 
men.  From the earliest times and throughout the greater part of history this has been 
the orthodox belief, and it was this belief that inspired the origins of science in the 
attempts of the first cultivators to adapt the roving ways of the earth spirit to the new 
settled style of life. This volume illustrates the natural shrines and channels of the 
earth spirit and the relics of the old, once universal science by which its powers were 
concentrated for the benefit of all life on earth”. 
 
 
A Little History of Astro-Archaeology  John Michell 
Thames and Hudson, 2001   ISBN 0-500-27557-2 
A brief essay on the evolution of attitudes to megalithic structures and culture. 
 
 
The Dimensions of Paradise: The  John Michell 
Proportions and Symbolic Numbers of  ISBN 0932813895 
Ancient Cosmology 
Adventures Unlimited Press, 2001 
Sacred geometry and number. 
  
 
Twelve-Tribe Nations and the Science of John Michell and Christine Rhone 
Enchanting the Landscape 
Thames and Hudson, 1991   ISBN 0-500-01488-4 
Analysis of the tradition of a Golden Age related to the twelve-part division of nations 
and associated with the zodiacal wheel.  John examines the “musical, mythological 
and astronomical enchantments that kept these societies in harmony with the 
cosmos”.  Looks again at the St Michael sites and reveals the symbolic geometry 
inherent in Jerusalem’s foundation plan. 
 
 
At the Centre of the World:   John Michell 
Polar Symbolism discovered in Celtic, 
Norse and other ritualised landscapes 
Thames and Hudson, 1994   ISBN: 0500016070 



  

A study of the national “omphalos”, sited along the main north-south axis of many 
nations and island communities, especially in the North Atlantic region. 
 
The Sun and the Serpent    Hamish Miller & Paul Broadhurst 
Pendragon Press, 1989    ISBN 0-9515183-1-3 
The story of dowsing the Michael and Mary lines across Britain, visiting some of the 
most sacred sites en route.  A lovely book to read and Hamish Miller is quite 
wonderful. 
 
The Dance of the Dragon:   Hamish Miller & Paul Broadhurst 
An Odyssey into Earth Energies and Ancient Religion 
Pendragon Press, 2000    ISBN 0-9515183-4-8 
This is really the sequel to The Sun and the Serpent, dowsing the lines (Apollo and 
Athena) from Skellig Michael off the coast of Ireland and all the way to Israel via such 
important sites as St. Michael’s Mount, Mont St. Michel, Pisa, Monte Gargano, Delphi 
and Delos. 
 
It’s Not Too Late     Hamish Miller 
Penwith Press, 1998    ISBN 0-9533316-0-1 
A humbling and inspiring personal account of the author’s spiritual odyssey through 
dowsing and earth-energy work, following a near-death experience. Looks at 
humanity’s relation to the earth and shows how we can each produce positive change 
in the world around us. Inspirational reading on its own, it makes a wonderful 
companion to Hamish’s other works. 
 
Stonehenge: A New Interpretation of   John David North 
Prehistoric Man and the Cosmos 
Free Press, 1997     ISBN 0684845121 
This book looks at Stonehenge as both astronomical observatory and map of the 
heavens. It also examines most types of megalithic monuments in the British Isles as 
well as some in other parts of Western Europe.  Very detailed. 
 
Soul Rescuers: A 21st Century Guide to Terry & Natalia O’Sullivan 
The Spirit World 
Thorsons, 1999     ISBN 0-7225-4041-8 
The soul, earthbound spirits, ancestral connection, ghosts and hauntings, soul rescue 
and moving into the Light. 
 
Dowsing – A Beginner’s Guide   Naomi Ozaniec 
Hodder & Stoughton    ISBN 0-340-73750-6 
A complete introduction to dowsing, how it works, dowsing tools, exercises to develop 
dowsing ability, uses  and techniques – dowsing for water, for health, dowsing the 
charkas and the energy fields of plants, dowsing at sacred sites etc.  A good practical 
introduction. 
 
 
Animal Wisdom: the definitive guide to  Jessica Dawn Palmer 
the myth, folklore and medicine power 
of animals 
Thorsons, 2001     ISBN 0-00-710218-6 



  

Animals covered are alligator/crocodile, ant, antelope (pronghorn), armadillo, badger, 
bat, bear, beaver, bee, boar, buffalo (bison), butterfly, cat, cattle, cougar, coyote, 
crane, crow/raven, deer, dog, dolphin/porpoise, dove, dragonfly/damoisellefly, duck, 
eagle, elk (wapiti), ferret/weasel, fish/shark, fox, frog, goat, goose, grouse, hare, 
hawk, horse, hummingbird, jaguar (panther/leopard), lark, lizard, lynx/bobcat 
(wildcat), mole, moose (European elk), moth, mouse, opossum, otter, owl, porcupine, 
rabbit, otter, owl, porcupine, rabbit, raccoon, ram/sheep, salamander, salmon, 
seal/sea lion, skunk, snake, spider, squirrel, swallow, swan, toad, turkey, 
turtle/tortoise, vulture (condor), whale, wolf, wolverine and woodpecker – a pretty 
extensive list! 
 
Tree Wisdom: The definitive guide to   Jacqueline Memory Paterson 
the myth, folklore and healing power  
of trees 
Thorsons, 1996     ISBN 0-7225-3408-6 
Trees covered are yew, holly, pine, hazel, blackthorn, silver birch, apple, hawthorn, 
ash, oak, elm, beech, rowan, alder, willow, elder and poplars. 
 
 
The Ancient Science of Geomancy  Nigel Pennick 
Thames & Hudson 1981     ISBN: 0500272158 
A look at Greek and Roman geomancy and how it filtered out into the rest of Europe. 
 
 
Earth Harmony: Places of Power,  Nigel Pennick 
Holiness & Healing 
Capall Bann, 1997     ISBN 1-898307-97-0 
 
 
Dragons of the West    Nigel Pennick 
Capall Bann, 1997     ISBN 1-86163-0077 
Dragon stories, slayers, symbols and celebrations. 
 
 
Sacred Geometry:  Symbolism and   Nigel Pennick 
Purpose In Religious Structures 
Capall Bann, 1994     ISBN 1-898307-15-6 
Sacred geometry from Britain, Egypt, Greece, and Israel as well as Masonic, 
Renaissance and Baroque geometry. 
 
 
Beginnings: Geomancy, Builder’s Rites Nigel Pennick 
And Electional Astrology in the  
European Tradition 
Capall Bann, 1999     ISBN 1-86163-0433 
“This book is about recognising and dealing with earthly time and space, employing 
various principles of divination, chronomancy and astrology”.  It covers such topics as 
ceremonial beginnings, foundation offerings, sacrifices and rites, space, time and 
ceremony, orientation, the four directions and finally astrology. 



  

 
Mazes and Labyrinths    Nigel Pennick 
Robert Hale, 1996     ISBN 0-709055-080 
 
 
Secrets of Sacred Space: Discover and Chuck Pettis 
Create Places of Power 
Llewellyn, 1999     ISBN 1-56718-519-3 
Brilliant, inspiring book for anyone interested in geomancy and sacred spaces. 
A must-have book. 



  

Killing Fields in the Home?   Alasdair & Jean Philips 
Reducing the health risks from home 
electrical appliances and house wiring 
Green Audit Books, 1999    ISBN 1-897-761-198 
Available from Powerwatch (www.powerwatch.org.uk) or by credit card from 
www.perspective.co.uk or www.healthy-house.co.uk. 
This starts with a general overview of EMFs and their possible health affects.  It then 
continues by going on a tour of a typical home and looks at EMF exposure in different 
rooms and what precautions you can take against it.  Also examined are ways of 
reducing fields around the wiring system as well as problems outside the home due to 
cars, mobile (cell) phones, pylons etc. 
 
 
Living with Electricity    Alasdair Philips, Ted Williams 
       And Neil Mayhew 
       ISBN 0-9524503-1-3 
Available from Powerwatch (www.powerwatch.org.uk) or by credit card from 
www.perspective.co.uk or www.healthy-house.co.uk.  
A study of the Earth’s electromagnetic environment, electromagnetic fields related to 
mains electricity, radio, microwaves etc, the covert use of electromagnetic energy and 
statutory regulations and restrictions in the UK and abroad. 
 
 
Healing Sick Houses: Dowsing for Healthy  Roy and Ann Proctor 
Homes 
Gill & MacMillan, 2000    ISBN 0-717-2992-6 
This book describes: the earth’s subtle energy field and how it operates, how energy 
lines get disrupted, how people are affected by disrupted energy lines and the 
process of adjusting the lines.  Stylistically this book can jar, but there’s some good 
stuff in there. 
 
Stone Circles: A Modern Builders Guide Rob Roy 
to the Megalithic Revival 
Chelsea Green, 1999    ISBN 1890132039 
Case histories of modern stone circles and instructions on how to build them. 
 
 
Labyrinth: pathway to meditation  Helen Raphael Sands 
and healing 
Gaia, 2000      ISBN 1-85675-186-4 
This is a lovely, personally odyssey through the labyrinth and how it may be used.  
 
 
Labyrinths from the Outside In: Walking to  Donna Schaper, 
Spiritual Insight, a Beginner’s Guide  Carole Ann Camp 
Skylight Paths, 2000    ISBN 1-893361187 
Modern uses. 

http://www.powerwatch.org.uk/
http://www.perspective.co.uk/
http://www.healthy-house.co.uk/
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http://www.healthy-house.co.uk/


  

 
 
The Stars: A New Way to See Them  HA Rey 
Houghton Mifflin, 1967, originally    
Wonderful book for understanding the stars.   The constellations are linked in a very 
intuitive way, unlike in many astronomy manuals.  Constantly re-printed – make sure 
you get the most recent as the tables cover a ten-year period. 
 
 
A Beginner’s Guide to Constructing the  Michael S. Schneider 
Universe: The Mathematical Archetypes of  
Nature, Art, and Science 
A voyage from 1 to 10 
Harper Perennial     ISBN 0-06-092671-6 
The title says it all… Possibly the best book for getting a complete novice ‘hooked’ on 
sacred geometry. 
 
 
Jesus the Master Builder: Druid Mysteries   Gordon Strachan 
and the Dawn of Christianity 
Floris Press      ISBN 0-86315-275-9 
Another very fine mind at work here, in other words, not for the faint-hearted! (And, 
for any British viewers, no, he’s NOT G.S. the footballer, by the way!).  Elaborates on 
the strong connections between Jesus and British Earth Mysteries.  Could Jesus 
have even visited Glastonbury?  All kinds of interesting stuff here concerning sacred 
geometry and Greek and Hebrew gematria (the system of assigning numerical 
significance to letters). 
 
He also wrote ”Christ and the Cosmos”, which is recommended for anyone who 
gets hooked. Don’t be put off by the title.  ISBN 0-948095-07-5 
 
 
Ley Lines      Danny Sullivan 
Piatkus, 1999     ISBN 0-7499-2017-3 
Looks at the theories that have abounded about leys since Watkins first saw the 
landscape open up in front of him.  Considers such topics as the energies present at 
ancient sites, the enduring spiritual significance of the straight line in cultures around 
the world and spirit ways, death roads, ghost lights and wandering spirits.  Also 
provides clues on how to track leys. (Also contains an illustrated directory of more 
than 50 leys in the UK and other parts of Europe). 
 
 
Geopathic Stress     Jane Thurnell-Reid 
Element Books     ISBN 1-85230-696-3 
This book examines geopathic stress as seen through the eyes of a practising 
kinesiologist.  Topics covered include what GS is and how its energies react with the 
body, how to detect GS using dowsing and kinesiology, how to correct GS using 
crystals, mirrors or symbols and the relationship between sick building syndrome and 
GS. 
 



  

 
The Secret Life of Nature    Peter Tompkins 
Harper Collins, 1989    ISBN 0060915870 
How plants adapt, survive and communicate.  Good for opening up to devic 
presences. Leads on to Rudolf Steiner’s “Knowledge of the Higher Worlds”  
 
The Old Straight Track:    Alfred Watkins 
Its Mounds, Beacons, Moats, Sites  
and Mark Stones 
Abacus, 1974 (first publ. 1924)   ISBN 0-349-13707-2 
This is where it all started as far as energy leys (i.e. ley lines) are concerned. 
Watkins was the first modern to recognise the network of energy lines criss-crossing 
the British countryside between sacred sites. 
 
 
Dowsing for Beginners    Richard Webster 
The Art of Discovering: Water, Treasure, 
Gold, Oil, Artefacts 
Llewellyn, 1996     ISBN 1567188028  
This covers all forms of dowsing, its many uses and tools. 
 
 
Exploring The Labyrinth: A Guide For  Melissa Gayle West 
Healing and Spiritual Growth 
Broadway Books, 2000    ISBN 0767903560 
What is a labyrinth and how can it be made and used.  
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